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Abstract
This paper proposes a kind of face recognition method with one training image per person,
which is based on compressed sensing. There are two methods—nonlinear dimensionality
reduction by locally linear embedding and sparse coefficients, by which redundant samples can
generate. These new samples with multi-expressive and multi-gesture can be treated as training
samples. Finally a super sparse random projection and weighted optimization have been used to
improve the SRC (weighted super sparse representation classification, WSSRC). The improved
SRC algorithm can be applied to face recognition. Experiments on the well-known ORL face
database and FERET face database show that the presented method is respectively about 15.53%
and 7.67%, more accurate than original SRC method in the context of single sample face
recognition problem. In addition, extensive experimentation reported in this paper suggests that
the presented method achieve higher recognition rate than RSRC, SSRC DMMA, and DCT-based
DMMA.

1. Introduction
Face recognition technology is a computer technology for identity authentication by
analyzing and comparing facial feature information [1]. Because the two-dimensional image of
face is greatly impacted by light face, facial expressions, gestures, face recognition is still an
unresolved problem. At the same time, due to difficulties in collecting the sample and the limited
storage capacity of the system cause the single-sample problem, which makes the extraction of
intrinsic features of training objects become more difficult [2]. In the case that per person has only
one image in the face training database, the recognition performance of the majority of the
conventional methods will be severely degraded. Compressed Sensing [3] (CS) is an emerging
signal processing methods in recent years. By use of compressed sensing theory, Wright et al.
presented a sparse representation classification algorithm (SRC) [3]. SRC method can effectively
respond to changes of lighting, facial expression and partial occlusions, so it has a good robustness.
In order to improve the recognition rate, we use a super sparse random projection and weighted
optimization to improve the SRC. For single-sample problem, we propose a single-sample face
recognition method based on the improved SRC. Firstly, it makes a face image become pieces by
use of local neighborhood embedding nonlinear dimension reduction and sparse coefficients, and
then regards these generated new multi-expression and multi-gesture samples as training samples,
and finally uses the improved SRC to identify and classify.

2. CS and WSSRC
2.1 CS
Compressed sensing presented by Donoho and Candes is a new theoretical framework. Its
main model is linear. The basic idea is that high-dimensional original signal can be effectively
restored by taking advantage of the low-dimensional observation signal as long as the signal meets
the "sparse" feature or the signal is compressible.
Compressed sensing theory mainly covers the following aspects:
(1) For the signal ∈ , how to find an orthogonal basis or tight frame Ψ to make it can be
sparse in Ψ, that is to say, the sparse representation problem of a signal: x=Ψα.

(2) how to design a stable M × N-dimensional measurement matrix Φ unrelated to Ψ, which
can ensure the important information of the signal is not damaged from the N-dimension to Mdimensional, that is to say ,the low-speed signal sampling problem: y=Φx.
(3) How to design fast reconstruction algorithm to from recover signal from linear
observation y=Aα (A is called CS information operator, A=ΦΨ), that I to say, the reconstruction
problems of the signal. It is based on the rigorous mathematical optimization question:
min‖ ‖ s. t.
=
(1)
L0 norm optimization problem is a NP problem, that is to say, it is difficult to solve in
polynomial time, or even impossible to verify the reliability of the solution of the problem. So, we
have to change L0 norm to L1 norm:
min‖ ‖

s. t.

=

(2)

2.2. SRC
The basic idea of SRC is: the original data set which contains the all training samples can be
seen as over-complete dictionary, so the test samples can be characterized sparsely by the
over-complete dictionary. If each class has enough training samples, the test samples can only be
represented as a linear combination of the training samples from the same class. For the
over-complete dictionary, it is the best sparse representation of test samples, and can be obtained
by the L1 norm minimization. Therefore, finding the best sparse representation can naturally
distinguish different types of training samples.
=
On the face recognition problem, if there are enough training samples in class i:
[ , , , , ⋯ , , ], a new face image (test sample) ∈
can be represented as a linear

combination of these given training samples: = ! , ! ∈ " is the coefficient vector. If the
test sample’s category is unknown, cascade all C categories of training samples whose number is
# = ∑%& # together to form a new matrix Ψ to represent the entire training set:
' = [ , , ⋯ , ( ] = [ , , , , ⋯ , (, ) ]

So the x can be expressed linearly by all training samples:

= '! ∈ *
(3)
,
Ideally ! = [0,0, ⋯ ,0, ! , 0,0, ⋯ ,0] is a coefficient vector. The vector’s other elements are 0 in
addition to those elements related to class i.
In actual recognition scenarios, the test sample x may be partially broken or occluded. So the
formula (3) can be amended as follows:
=
+ / = '! + 0
(4)
*
In it, / ∈ " is an error vector, due to the number of unknowns exceeds the number of
equations n the formula (4), it is not direct to solve!. However, under a certain condition, the
desired solution (!, / )is the best sparse solution of the formula (4):
(!, / ) = arg min‖!‖
s. t. = '! + /
In it, L0 norm refers to the number of non-zero elements in a vector. The literature [3] found
! by solving the following convex question because of the theory of L0 and L1 minimization
equivalence:
min‖!‖ + ‖/‖
(5)
s. t. = '! + /
Once the L1 minimization problem is solved, use the residual 6 =‖ − 8 !8 ‖ to decide the
category of the test sample.

2.3. WSSRC
This paper presents the algorithm by using a super sparse random projection matrix as the
measurement matrix Φ to reduce the image dimension. The literature [4] has proved that the super
sparse random projection matrix not only meets the necessary condition of CS measurement
matrix but also has better measurement result than the Gaussian measurement matrix. Find the
optimal sparse solution by use of dual augmented Lagrange multiplier (DALM) on L1
minimization problem. Its principle is to translate the formula (1) into the dual problem:
,
max , : s. t.
: ∈ ;<
:

In it, =< = >! ∈ "? ∶ ‖!‖< ≤ 1BThe dual problem’s corresponding Lagrange function is:
min − , : − !, (D − , : ) +
:,C

E
‖C − , :‖
s. t. D ∈ B ∞ (6)
2
In it, α is the Lagrange multiplier. Because it is impossible to change α, t, z at the same time,
we can use the alternating iterative method to find the extreme value of the formula(6), that is to
say, update the third variable continuously by minimizing the cost function while maintaining the
two other variables held constant. This will not only ensure that the reconstruction accuracy but
also reduce the algorithm’s calculating velocity. Finally, use weighted residual to determine the
category of test data for more precise classification.
Algorithm is as follows:
(1) Input the N training samples which have C classes to constitute the dictionary matrix ' =
[ , , ⋯ , ( ] ∈ *×I .
(2) Generate column-normalized very sparse random projection matrix J ∈ K×? , in it,

J(L, M) =

√K

O P , while O P obeys very sparse projection distribution:

O
− √S
√S
1
1 V
OP ∼R 1
1−
2√S
√S 2√S
(3) Give a test image ∈ * .
(4) CalculateW = J , (L = 1,⋅⋅⋅, Y), and calculate the measurement matrix
W = [W , W , ⋯ , WZ ] = J', in it W ∈ K×[.
(5) Calculate the new projection sample = J , and find the sparse vector ! by using
DALM to make Yα = y.
T

T

(6) Let ! = [\ , \ , , ⋯ , \[ , ], calculate the reconstruction error by use of weighted

residual /] =

,

‖ ^W \] ‖
in
‖\ ‖

each class .

(7) If k = arg min (/ ), then x belongs to the class k.

3. Generation of redundant sample

The difficulty of single sample problem is that each object has only a sample. Adding
redundant information of samples is an effective way to solve the single sample problem. This
article firstly single training sample use the method of local neighborhood embedding nonlinear
dimension reduction[6] to make single training sample become pose-varied images. Then generate
multi-expression images by use of sparse coefficient. Finally, make these multi-expression and
multi-gesture new samples as training samples for training. Its purpose is to get more useful
information from only one training sample in order to identify further classification.
3.1. Generation of multi-gesture samples

The method of generating multi-gesture samples is based on the theory of local neighborhood
embedding nonlinear dimension reduction. The specific implementation is:
(1) Let all face images represent in form of a column vector.
(2) Set the input face image which has one gesture as Ii. Regard Ii as one point of
high-dimensional space, and the same gesture training set of face images `* (including N images)
is regarded as near point of Ii. Then find the weight value of near points by local neighborhood
embedding nonlinear dimension reduction.
(3) Set the target gesture training set of face images as Tb? (including N images), and the
unknown face image which has the target gesture is Io. Then use the weight value solved in the
step (2) to calculate a point of that high-dimensional space, that is to say, find the Io.
(4)Let the target pose face image vector represent in form of matrix.
This method can be easily and quickly to generate multi-pose samples, and can overcome the
problem of complexity, large amount of computation, and non-ideal result of those existing similar
algorithms. Figure 1 is the original face images and generated new samples.
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Figure1 the original face images and generated new samples
3.2. Generation of multi-expression samples
The method of generating multi-expression samples is based on sparse representation. Make
sure that all images’ size uniform and the eye, nose, mouth of every image are fixed in the same
position of them. For a single frame face test image which has a kind of expressive, use a linear
combination of face images having the same expression to approximate the test image, so we can
get the sparse reconstruction coefficients of the approaching linear combination. Then take
advantage of the sparse reconstruction coefficients and target expression training set of face
images to reconstruct the face image which has the target expression.
This method is simple and does not contain troublesome facial feature extraction step, so it is
easy to implement. Besides, its algorithm complexity is relatively reduced. Figure 2 is the original
face images and generated multi-expression samples., (a) the input happy face test image; (b1),
(c1), (d1), (e1), (f1) respectively is the generated anger, disgust, fear, sadness, surprise face image,
and (b2), (c2), (d2), (e2), (f2) is the corresponding real images.
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Figure2 the original face images and generated new samples

4. Design of experiment and simulation results
The paper uses ORL, FERET face database for experimental verification. Select a face image
for training, and the remaining images are regarded as test samples. Readjust all face images’ size
as 32 × 32 before the experiment. In the case of a single sample, this paper first takes the
presented method to generate multi-expression and multi-pose new samples, which is based on
gesture and expression library. Then the original training sample and new samples are regarded as
training samples. Finally, use the improved SRC for classification.
4.1. ORL
ORL database has total 40 individuals’ 400 pictures, that is to say, each person has10 images.
Some images are taken at different times, and human facial expressions and facial details have
varying degrees of change. In the experiment, take a sample of each person to expand. Then let the
generated redundant samples and the original sample together as training samples and samples the
remaining images as test samples. Figure 3 depicts the recognition rate while using a different
number of redundant samples.

Figure3 recognition rate under different number of redundant sample
As can be seen from Figure3, the recognition rate is low when the number of redundant
sample is not enough. With the increase of the number of redundant sample, the recognition rate

significantly increased. But when the redundant sample reaches 8, the recognition rate grows very
slowly, almost gently. The reason is that the number of samples is the main cause of influencing
the identification effect when the intrinsic characteristics of these samples are too few because of
the too few training samples. But with the number of redundant sample continues to improve, it
will be bound to cause a lot of redundant information, and the data distribution of the generated
redundant samples has some inconsistency with the data distribution of the original samples,
which can indicate that increasing the number of redundant sample has a limited influence on the
identification rate.
Compare the algorithm of this paper with SRC and the algorithms in references7, 8. As can
be seen from Figure 4, the method mentioned in this paper improves 15.53% than the original
SRC method, and has better recognition performance than those algorithms in references7, 8.
Figure 4 recognition rate of the presented method and other algorithms
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4.2. FERET
Take some images from FERET face database, including 200 individuals’ 1400 pictures.
They are taken under conditions that expression, perspective and light intensity are different.
Similarly, take a sample of each person to expand, and the remaining images as test samples.
Figure 5 depicts the recognition rate while using a different number of redundant samples.

Figure 5 recognition rate under different number of redundant sample
Some researches about single-sample face recognition were also done in literatures [8-12]. It
can be seen from Figure 6 that the presented method increases 7.63% than the original SRC on
FERET face database. The presented method also has better recognition performance than DMMA,
DCT-based DMMA, I-DMMA, etc. Figure 6 shows the single-sample recognition rate of these
methods applied on the FERET.
Figure 6 recognition rate of the presented method and other algorithms
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5. Conclusion
For single-sample problem of face recognition research, we propose a CS-based
single-sample face recognition algorithm. These comparison experiments show that

the method not only takes advantage of the feature information of a single sample to
generate some new images, but also greatly improves the recognition rate in the case
of single sample, which provides a new method for single-sample face recognition
technology.
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